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Abstract 
For a given block design D, we consider two isomorphism invariants, the eccentric sequences and the 
triangle sequences of some special graphs of D. Among other results we show that these invariants 
can often be used effectively, as far as computational complexity is concerned, in isomorphism 
testing of designs. Several unsolved problems are also proposed. 
1. Introduction 
Graph theory is one of the growing branches of mathematics which is penetrating 
into diverse disciplines including combinatorial design theory [9]. For fixed positive 
integers t, II, k, and /1, with A B 1, k < v and 2 < t < k, a t-(u, k, 1) design is an ordered pair 
D = (V, B), where V is a v-set each of whose members is an element of D, and B is 
a collection, with possible repetition of members, of k-subsets of the set V, called 
blocks of D, such that every t-subset of V is contained in precisely 1 blocks of D. 
A design with no repeated blocks is called a simple design. With each design D = (V, B) 
numerous graphs have been associated. Neighborhood graphs, associated graphs, and 
incidence graphs are three such graphs which are used to define delta graphs, d i(D), of 
D Cl]. Indeed, for a given t-(v, k, A) design D, let x be an arbitrary element of D, called 
the root, and i be an integer, where O<i< k. We associate with D a graph AL(D), or 
simply A i, called the delta-graph of D with respect to x, as follows. The vertex set of A i 
is VuB; i.e. to each element and to each block of D we associate a vertex. We join two 
different vertices u and w of d’ by an edge if 
(1) one is an element of D, and the other is a block of D which contains that 
element, 
(2) u and w are two elements of D which are different from x, and the set {u, w, X} is 
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contained in a block of D; the multiplicity of this edge is the number of blocks of 
D which contain the set (u, w, x}, and 
(3) u and w are two blocks of D; in this case u and w are joined by m edges, where 
m is the number of distinct i-sets which are subsets of both u and w. 
We denote the simple underlying graph of A i(D) by Vi(D). With each design D, we 
associate two finite nondecreasing sequences of positive integers, one consisting of the 
eccentricities of the vertices of A:(D) and the other consisting of the number of 
triangles passing through the vertices of Vi(D). First we find some basic properties of 
these and related concepts. Then we employ these properties to devise computer 
programs in order to categorize some t-(o, k, 2) designs. Throughout the note several 
unsolved problems are proposed. 
2. Eccentric sequences and eccentric sets of designs 
Let G be a connected graph with 1 V(G)1 = p, and u E V(G). Then 
e(u) = max {d(u, u’) 1 U’E V(G)} is the eccentricity of u, where d(u, u’) is the distance from 
u to u’ in G. The eccentric sequence of G is e(G): e(ui), e(uz), . . . , e(u,), where with some 
labeling of I’(G), we have e(ui) < e(ui + i) for 1 < i < p. The eccentric set, S(G), of G is the 
set consisting of all distinct eccentricities of the vertices of G (see [2]). 
Theorem 2.1. Let D = (V, B) be a t-(u, k, 1) design with 2 <t < k, x be a root of D, and i be 
an integer, 0 < id k. Then in A L(D) we have: 
(i) 2 <e(u) < 3, where u is an element of D, and 
(ii) 2<e(b)<4, where b is a block of D. 
Proof. Let w be an element of D, w # x. Since x and w are not adjacent we have 
2 <d(x, w). Hence for each UE V, 2<e(u). Next, we show that for each bEB and each 
UEV, d(u, b)<3. IfuEb, then d(u, b)= 1; otherwise, let u’eb. Since t82, and A.2 1, there 
exists a block b’ in D which contains both u and u’. The edges ub’, b’u’, and u’b are in 
A:(D). Finally, observe that for each U’E V, we have d(u, u’)<2. Hence (i) holds. 
Let bEB. Since D contains an element which is not in b, we have 2 de(b). Let b’ #b 
be a block of D. If bnb’ # 4, then d(b, b’) < 2. Hence, we assume that bnb’ = 4. Let uE b, 
u’Eb’, and let b” be a block of D which contains both u and u’. The graph A:(D) 
contains the edges bu,ub”,b”u’, and u’b’. Thus e(b)<4, and (ii) holds. 0 
Corollary 2.2. For a given t-(u, k, A) design D, 2 <t < k, an arbitrary root x, and an 
integer i,O<idk, we have S(Ai(D))={2}, (31, {2,3), (3,4}, or {2,3,4}. Moreooer, the 
jirst four sets are realizable. 
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that in the eccentric 
sequence of any connected graph G there is no jump [2]. 
The following examples how that the first four sets are realizable. In fact, there are 
infinitely many designs whose eccentric sets are equal to any one of the aforemen- 
tioned sets. 
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l Let D be a 2-(9,4,3) design with the following blocks (blocks are listed vertically). 
Then for any root x, S(d :(D)) = (21, and S(d z(D))= {2,3}. 
111111112222233446 
222333453334545557 
456457864686776678 
798689975799889899 
. Let D be the 2-(7,3,1) design, then for any root x, S(d z(D))= (3). 
l Let D be the 2-(9,3,1) design, then S(d z(D))= {3,4}, for any root x. 0 
Problem. Is the set {2,3,4} realizable? 
Corollary 2.3. In A:(D), e(x) =2 if and only $for each block b not containing x, there 
exists a block b’ with the property that xEb’, and 1 b&l> i. 
Note that for a given design D = (V, B), and an integer i, the value of e(x) in A;(D) 
might vary with x. In fact, let D be the following 2-(10,5,4) design: 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
335567686676765566 
447979897887897887 
568000908990009009 
Then in AZ(D) we have 
e(x) = 
2 if x=6, 
3 otherwise. 
Problem. Characterize designs D so that for a fixed i, the value of e(x) in AL(D) does 
not depend on x. 
Problem. Characterize designs D so that for any root x, and for a fixed i, 0~ i< k, 
S(A i(D))= {2}, (31, {2,3}, {3,4}, or (2,3,4}. 
Corollary 2.4. ZfD is a symmetric 2-design, then S(Az(D))={2}, {3}, or {2,3}. More- 
over, if122, then S(Ai(D))={2}. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the eccentric set does not contain 4. Since D is 
symmetric the cardinality of the intersection of any two blocks of D is ;1 (see for 
example [9]). However, 12 1; hence the distance between no two blocks is more than 
2. The final statement of the corollary is also obviously true. 0 
Let G be a nontrivial connected graph and u be a vertex of G. In order to find e(u) in 
G, we can use the following efficient algorithm. Let No = {u}, and N1 be the neighbor- 
hood of U, i.e. the set consisting of all vertices which are adjacent to U. Let Nz be the 
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union of the neighborhoods of the members of N, none of which are in Now N1. In 
general, suppose Nj_l is defined for j>2, and let Nj be the union of the neighbor- 
hoods of the members of Nj_1 none of whose members are in Nj-ZUNj-1. The 
maximum j for which Nj is nonempty is e(u). 
The following simple observation is vital here. Let D and D’ be two isomorphic 
designs and let i be a fixed integer. Then for different roots, the collection AI(D) and 
the collection AL(D’) are the same. Hence, the collection of the eccentric sequences for 
these two collections of graphs are the same. Note that the converse is not in general 
true. 
With the help of PC and the aforementioned observation, we have been able to 
distinguish all existing four nonisomorphic 2-(8,4,3) design [7]. These designs along 
with the eccentricities of the different roots, elements and blocks with respect to A f(D) 
Table 1 
Eccentricities of d z-graphs of 2-(8,4,3) designs 
11111112222333 
22234453445445 
33675676576566 
45786888788877 
(2) 
11111112222333 
22234453445445 
33675676576566 
45786888887778 
Root ECCX Ecc.Elem. Ecc.Blocks 
2 3 23 4 
Root Ecc.x Ecc.Elem. Ecc.Blocks 
2 3 23 4 
1 3 I 0 6 8 0 1 3 7 0 8 6 0 
2 3 I 0 6 8 0 2 3 7 0 8 6 0 
3 3 I 0 8 6 0 3 3 I 0 8 6 0 
4 3 I 0 8 6 0 4 3 I 0 8 6 0 
5 3 7 0 12 2 0 5 2 7 0 14 0 0 
6 3 7 0 6 8 0 6 3 7 0 8 6 0 
7 3 7 0 6 8 0 I 3 7 0 8 6 0 
8 3 7 0 8 6 0 8 3 7 0 8 6 0 
(3) 
11111112222333 
22234453445445 
33665117566566 
45786888788877 
(4) 
11111112222335 
22233443344446 
35756565656577 
46878878778688 
Root Ecc.x Ecc.Elem. Ecc.Blocks 
2 3 2 3 4 
7 0 4 10 0 
I 0 4 10 0 
7 0 4 10 0 
7 0 8 6 0 
7 0 8 6 0 
I 0 4 10 0 
7 0 4 10 0 
7 0 4 10 0 
Root Ecc.x Ecc.Elem. Ecc.Blocks 
2 3 2 3 4 
1 3 
2 3 
3 3 
4 3 
5 3 
6 3 
7 3 
8 3 
1 3 
2 3 
3 3 
4 3 
5 3 
6 3 
7 3 
8 3 
7 0 0 14 0 
I 0 0 14 0 
7 0 0 14 0 
7 0 0 14 0 
I 0 0 14 0 
I 0 0 14 0 
7 0 0 14 0 
7 0 0 14 0 
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are provided in Table 1. In this table, in each row the element which is taken as root is 
given, then the eccentricity of the root is followed. Finally, the number of elements 
which have eccentricity 2 or 3 is given, followed by the number of blocks with 
eccentricities 2,3, or 4. 
Table 1 shows that all these designs are nonisomorphic. Moreover, with this 
method we can easily determine to which one of the existing four such designs a given 
2-(8,4,3) design is isomorphic to. In fact, eccentric sequences of delta graphs can be 
used for identifying some designs. 
As expected, this algorithm does not always distinguish all nonisomorphic designs 
with fixed parameters. As an example, when it is applied to 4,3, the eleven nonisomor- 
phic 2-(9,4,3) designs [3] are divided into eight classes, five of which are singletons, 
and each of the remaining three classes contains two of the eleven designs. Also, if we 
apply it to AZ(D), where D is taken from the set consisting of all twenty one 
nonisomorphic 2-(10,5,4) designs [S], then the set is divided into seven categories. 
The designs contained in the same category have the same eccentric sequences for all 
choices of roots. So, we must look for alternatives. Before we do so, we propose 
another problem. 
Problem. What is the smallest i for which when the algorithm is applied to AL, the set 
consisting of all designs with a given set of parameters is partitioned into maximum 
number of parts? 
3. Triangle sequences of designs 
Let G be a connected graph without any multiple edges or loops. For a vertex u of 
G, t(u) denotes the number of distinct triangles of G which pass through U. The 
triangle sequence of G is t(G): t(u,), C(Q), . . . , t(u&, where with some labeling of I’(G), 
we have t(ui)< t(Ui+ 1), 1 < i<p. The triangle set, T(G), of G is the set consisting of all 
distinct t(u)‘s. 
In order to find t(u), let N(u)= {ui, . . . . u,} be the neighborhood of u in G. Assume 
that ps is the number of vertices of N(u)- {ui, u2,. . . , u,} which are adjacent to u,. 
Then t(u)=xr:ll pcs. It is obvious that this is a polynomial time algorithm. 
Obviously the girth of V;(D) is 3, where D is an arbitrary nontrivial design. The 
following problem is under investigation. 
Problem. Given VI(D), where D, i, and x are fixed, find best possible bounds for the 
number of triangles passing through each vertex of V:(D). 
By using the above algorithm for V:(D), we have been able to distinguish all the 
designs with the following parameters. In the following tables, the symbol m(n) means 
that the number of vertices of all Vz-graphs (x varies) which lie on m triangles is equal 
to IZ. The numbers outside the parentheses are given in increasing order. There are 
four nonisomorphic 2-(8,4,3) designs [7], which are labeled [a,], [crz], [pi], and [y]. 
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For these designs we have: 
c~r,i O(1) 2(3) ... 
Cd O(l) 3(7) ... 
CPII O(2) ... 
CYI O(8) ... 
There are eleven nonisomorphic 2-(9,4,3) designs [3]. For these designs we have 
1 O(9) ... 
II O(1) 3(8) ..* 
III l(1) ... 
IV O(1) l(4) ..’ 
V 2(3) ... 
VI l(2) 2(5) ... 
VII 2(9) ... 
VIII l(2) 3(6) ... 
IX l(8) ... 
X 2(6) ..I 
XI 3(9) ‘.. 
There are three nonisomorphic 2-(10,4,2) designs [8]. For these designs we have 
[crll] O(10) lO(66) ... 
[CQ] O(10) lO(54) ... 
Chl WO) 1wo) ... 
There are five nonisomorphic 2-(15,7,3) design? [7]. For these designs we have 
[@r-J [cc;]~ 0(15) 96(112) ... 
[ccl] [cc;]~ 0(15) 97(96) ... 
[Q] [cr;] 0(15) 97(168) ... 
C&l CP;l 0(15) 99(96) ... 
CYI WI 0(15) 117(210) ... 
There are twenty one nonisomorphic 2-(10,5,4) designs [S]. In Table 2, we give 
a list of these designs and frequencies of their triangle sequences. Also there are seven 
nonisomorphic 3-(10,5,3) designs [3]. They are listed in Table 3. 
The number of simple 2-( 15,4,6) designs is not yet known [4]. In [6] some methods 
for constructing simple designs are introduced, and ten simple 2-(15,4,6) designs are 
obtained. By the application of the above test for V,(D), we were able to show that 
these ten designs are nonisomorphic (Table 4). Here, I’JD) is the subgraph of V!&l) 
induced by V. 
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Table 2 
Triangle test for V:-graphs of 2-( 10,5,4) designs 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(1) 336851566565766766 
447979987897877888 
568080090009090990 
111111111222223356 
222233344333444471 
(2) 345545656456565588 
776886877877696999 
900909089908807000 
16(l) 17(3) ... 16(2) 17(l) ... 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(3) 336857566565166766 
447989787799877888 
568000990800090990 
111111111222223356 
222233344333444417 
(4) 345545656456565588 
776886779878676999 
900909880900897000 
17(3) 18(2) ... 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(5) 336857566565166766 
447989787877899878 
568000099909000980 
17(2) 18(3) ... 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(6) 336857566565166166 
447989778798878879 
568090090009090980 
17(4) 19(4) 20(2) 26(10) 29(2) ... 
111111111222223356 
222233344333444477 
(7) 345545656456565588 
796186178788616999 
800909089909807000 
17(3) 18(l) “’ 
111111111222223356 
222233344333444477 
(9) 345545656456565588 
876776788978676999 
090989009089807000 
15(l) 16(2) ... 
111111111222223356 
222233344333444477 
(11) 345545656456565588 
716796887887696799 
890009098099807000 
17(4) 18(l) ... 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(8) 336857566565766766 
447989797778898887 
568090008099000909 
16(3) 17(3) 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(10) 336857566565766166 
448979877977878889 
569080009009089900 
16(6) 18(l) .” 
111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 
(12) 335566716786665566 
447878889997877879 
5690909OOOOO980980 
16(3) 18(7) .. 16(8) 18(2) ... 
111111111222223356 111111111222223334 
222233344333444477 222233445334454455 
(13) 346645555455556688 (14) 335566176786665566 
797897866766781899 447878889997877879 
800900978890909000 569009900000989080 
16(8) 18(2) 24(40) 26(26) 16(8) 18(2) 24(40) 26(18) 
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Table 2 (continued) 
111111111222223334 111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 222233445334454455 
(15) 335561686616165566 (16) 335567686676765566 
447979897887897887 447879897887897987 
568000908990009009 569000908990008009 
14(9) 18(l) ‘.’ 15(4) 16(4) ... 
111111111222223356 111111111222223334 
222233344333444477 222233445334454455 
(17) 346645555455556688 (18) 335568676616165566 
877976867967687899 447879987798897887 
098089900070899000 560990008800900909 
14(l) 16(4) ... 17(4) 19(4) 20(2) 26(10) 30(10) “. 
111111111222223334 111111111222223334 
222233445334454455 222233446334554455 
(19) 335561686676765566 (20) 334157557456666687 
447889797788897987 468869698779787898 
569090008099008009 509080709890099000 
17(4) 18(l) 19(4) .” 18(l) 19(9) 33(45) 34(45) 37(45) ‘.. 
111111111222223344 
222233346333454555 
(21) 345645657457767866 
498767878668899978 
509090089879000090 
18(l) 19(9) 33(45) 34(45) 36(18) ... 
Table 3 
Triangle test for V$graphs of 3-( 10,5,3) designs 
111111111111111111222222222233333446 
222222223333344456333334445544455551 
(1) 333445574455655761445685666756167688 
468696796778868898576797788869879799 
579800809090079009089009909080980000 
92(8) lOO(2) 118(80) .‘. 
111111111111111111222222222233333445 
222222223333344456333334445644456567 
(2) 333445574455655167445585566755767688 
468696796778868898676797878869879799 
579800809090079009089009099080980000 
lOO(10) “’ 
111111111111111111222222222233333446 
222222223333344456333334445544455557 
(3) 333445564455755867445675676756667688 
468677986768967978586896789877988799 
579908000890089009097008900998090000 
92(9) ... 
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Table 3 (continued) 
111111111111111111222222222233333446 
222222223333344456333334445544455557 
(4) 333445564455755861445675676756667688 
468677986768967978586967989877988799 
579098008090098009097008909098009000 
92(8) lOO(2) 118(10) 
111111111111111111222222222233333446 
222222223333344456333334445544455557 
(5) 333445564455755867445675676756668678 
468677986767968978586786988977989789 
509798008098090009097908009098000090 
92(6) ... 
111111111111111111222222222233333445 
222222223333344456333334445144455566 
(6) 333445564456855617445665576856768677 
457696785767978988567786889978979889 
890708906809009009098097090090080900 
90(l) .” 
111111111111111111222222222233333445 
222222223333344456333334445144456566 
(7) 333445564455755867445565566855677778 
468677986768967978786796877969888899 
579908000890089009908000989070990000 
108(10) ... 
Table 4 
Triangle test for V,-graphs of 2-(15,4,6) 
designs (for the list of designs see [6]) 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
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